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Everything You Need In One Place

Ask Questions
Post any questions you're having a hard time with on the class feed to get the help you need.

Share Resources
Share class notes to help your classmates get a different perspective or share links to content you find helpful.

Exam Prep
Multiple features help you improve your study habits to learn better, faster, and more efficiently.

Video Studying
Live group video chats allow you and your classmates to get deeper levels of support.

Task Management
Manage and tackle all assignments and projects by staying organized.

Study Groups
Auto-generated class group chats for every section. Unlimited study groups for topics or classes.
Collaborate With Classmates

If you're struggling to find the answer to a question, just post any questions you have on your class feed to get help from your classmates. Earn points for answering any questions that your classmates are struggling with as well.

Maybe you need a different perspective or you're having a hard time understanding something, don't stress! Simply go to the class feed to view any class notes, links, or even flashcards that your classmates have shared.

Reach your classmates quickly when you need help with auto-generated class group chats. Create study sessions with your classmates using video group chat to solve problems or to work on projects together.
Studying Apps

Create your own deck of flashcards and use the **Study Mode** or **Learn Mode** to quiz yourself.

Don't waste precious time. Post a question to get the help you need from your classmates.

Post your notes on the class feed and check out the notes your classmates have posted as well.

Share links to videos that you find helpful and help out your classmates.

Use **Workflow** to manage all of your tasks and assignments to help you stay organized.

Create a group chat with classmates or start a video chat for a study session.
Earn Points and Win Rewards

Earn points by being an active user on CircleIn!

- Every month, the top students who earn the most points on CircleIn have the opportunity to win a gift card of their choice. **Minimum 200,000 points per class for a chance to win Monthly Rewards**

  Ex. If you have 2 classes available of CircleIn: 2 classes x 200k = 400k/mo

- Students who score top points also have the chance to become eligible for scholarships at the end of the semester/term.

*Gift cards are sent via official school email address.*
Logging Into CircleIn

1. Open your web browser and type HTTPS://APP.CIRCLEINAPP.COM/

2. Search for Lamar State College, this will take you to the Blackboard login page.

3. Enter your credentials, then simply select "Authorize".

4. You're all set! Begin studying on CircleIn to earn awesome rewards.

1. Search for CircleIn on the App Store and download/update the app.

2. Open the app and search for Lamar State College, this will take you to the Blackboard login page.

3. Enter your credentials, then simply select "Authorize".

4. You're all set! Begin studying on CircleIn to earn awesome rewards.
Workflow allows you to manage all your tasks and assignments in one place. It focuses on the forward progression of school-related tasks from "Upcoming" to "Done". It even automatically sorts your Overdue tasks for you!

- **Break large tasks down into steps, and create a task for each step in 'Upcoming'.** Organize them chronologically (or by priority) and start chipping away!
- **Make it a habit to check your tasks and make sure you have no more than four tasks in 'In Progress' to stay organized, focus better and avoid task overload.**

**Pro Tip:** Turn on Push Notifications to get reminders on assignments and tasks that are close to due dates or overdue!
Learn Mode randomly generates a quiz of up to 20 questions. Half being Matching and the other half being Multiple Choice.

This feature automatically grades your quiz after you're finished when you press "Get Results" so you can see how well you know your stuff!

Pro Tip: Test yourself using any flashcard decks your classmates or Tutors have uploaded as well!
We Are Here For You

Look for the "Help" tab on CircleIn to get directed to our Help Center!

You will have access to a Knowledge-base Library that includes:

- FAQ's
- How to tutorial videos
- Step-by-Step instructions

GET SUPPORT BY EMAILING US AT SUPPORT@CIRCLEINAPP.COM